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Italy
Case study: 
Tarsia Lignea & 
Intarsio Sorrentino

Indonesia x the 
Netherlands
Case study: 
Keris

Algeria x France
Case study: 
Algerian cuisine
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● Damage of heritage built sites and 
monuments

● Looting and theft of valued movable art work 
● Removal/desecration of human remains
● Destruction of intangible values and lifestyle 

traditions and cultural identity. 

Built heritage, environmental, movable and 
intangible can be impacted. 

Every country has its 
own villages and small 
towns with their 
traditions and values 
that could risk to 
disappear forever.#1

CONFLICT AND 
CULTURAL 
HERITAGE

Case study:
● Tarsia Lignea
● Intarsio Sorrentino



The meaning of restitution

Restitution is the return of something lost or stolen.

● Repatriation: Returning artwork or returning human remains to 
descendants

● Reconstruction: Rebuilding heritage which is damaged and then 
paid for by the aggressor

● Restoration: Repairing the damage and assimilating the new 
events with the provenance of the past heritage significance.

● Replication: Replacing what has been lost particularly pertinent 
for environmental heritage, replanting, renewing biodiversity.

ORGANISATIONS THAT WORK FOR RESTITUTION

The Carabinieri Headquarters for the Protection of Cultural Heritage 
(Comando Carabinieri Tutela Patrimonio Culturale) was instituted in 1969 
and plays a big role regarding the safety and protection of Italian 
cultural heritage, through the prevention and repression of the multiple 
interrelated criminal activities.

The Blue Helmets of Culture are an initiative launched 
in 2016 by Italy together with UNESCO. They are 
Carabinieri from the TPC Command and officials from the 
Ministry of Culture who intervene, even outside 
national borders, following conflicts or natural 
disasters.

RESTITUTION
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“Why is restitution important?”

Restitution is important not only because of its ability to 
meet victims' tangible needs, but also because it may lead 
to greater cultural recovery which aligns with economic 
and prosperity/well being measures.  

IMPORTANCE

#3

However restitution is often lacking in 
recognising the true impact or loss of heritage 
assets belonging to minorities, women, 
children and the intangible elements they are 
custodians of. 

Case study:
The keris is an asymmetrical dagger with 
distinctive blade-patterning achieved through 
alternating laminations of iron and nickelous 
iron (pamor)



After a war or invasion due to colonialism, social unrest can 
mean that art and "loot" are safer with the colonists. Over the 
past 20 years, terrorism has affected and damaged cultural 
industries and artistic freedom on several continents.

Also the intentional destruction of cultural heritage is a 
human rights issue and calls for the establishment of national 
and international mechanisms to prevent such destruction.

In some cases, it may be desirable that the work is not 
returned but that the compensation is monetary or formed in 
another agreement. 

Case Study: The example of Afghanistan: Bamiyan Buddhas 
were three Afghan statues from an older culture. The statues 
have now disappeared after being destroyed on March 11, 
2001 by the Taliban.

In the Bubendorf Museum in Switzerland, 32 pieces have 
been preserved underground since 1973. The question of 
restitution can wait, given the uncertainty of the future of 
these pieces in their native land. 

CUSTODIAL CARE 

#4
Compensation can be the intangible support for 
the renewal of cultural practice to ensure that 
displaced artifacts can be remade.



My colleagues have previously spoken of the importance 
of the restitution of cultural property to its original 
owners, while relativizing the uncertainty of its restitution 
in the countries of origin. However, I would like to open 
with something more uncommon: When we talk of built 
heritage and monuments we are predominantly 
acknowledging mens work and even in Europe mens art.

After talking about restitution in terms of material cultural 
goods, we must start looking at the impact of conflict and 
war on women as women are the custodians of much of 
a Nation's Heritage. 

Replacing things with digital data replications or virtual 
heritage is not only restitution.

#5

MISSING?“What are we missing in our 
consideration of heritage impacts?”

To restore is also to rehabilitate the 
know-how and the transmission of 
women by women.
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